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	During 2014, Petsky Prunier tracked 2,974 M&A and investment transactions for a total
of $158.3 billion across four broad segments: Marketing Technology, Technology &
Communications, Software, and Information & Business Services. Marketing Technology
was the most active segment, accounting for 33 percent of total volume during the year
with 978 transactions, of which 639 were worth $19.4 billion in aggregate reported value.
Technology & Communications was the highest value segment with 516 deals, of which
327 were reported at $53.9 billion in aggregate deal value. There were 29 +$1 billion
transactions during the year, 13 of which were in the Technology & Communications
segment, while another nine were in the Software segment. [continued on page 2]
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Deal Notes Second Half 2014

M&A Activity
There were 1,372 mergers and acquisitions in 2014, of which 334 were
reported at $126.7 billion in aggregate deal value. Software was the most
active M&A segment last year, accounting for 33 percent and 36 percent
of total M&A activity and reported value, respectively. There were 451
Software acquisitions, of which 105 were worth $45.3 billion in aggregate
reported value. Security Software was the most active subsegment with 74
transactions, of which 15 were reported at $2.5 billion in aggregate value.
The next most active subsegments were ERP Software with 73 transactions,
of which 17 were reported at $8.2 billion in aggregate deal value, and
Healthcare Software with 61 transactions, of which 13 were reported at
$10.8 billion in aggregate deal value. M&A deals in the Software segment
during the second half of the year included:
	SAP’s $8.3 billion purchase of expense management solutions provider
Concur Technologies, at a valuation of 10.8x revenue
	Vista Equity Partners’ $4.3 billion acquisition of infrastructure and
business intelligence solutions provider TIBCO Software
	Siemens’ $1.3 billion sale of its IT business unit Siemens Health
Services to Cerner
	Micro Focus’ $1.2 billion purchase of The Attachmate Group, which
offers management systems applications, at a valuation of 1.3x revenue
Marketing Technology was the second most active M&A segment with
375 transactions. The segment’s activity during the second half of the
year included:
	Oracle’s pending acquisition of data company Datalogix
	Salesforce’s reported $350 million acquisition of RelateIQ,
a provider of customer relationship management software solutions
	Australian telecommunications company Telstra’s increased stake in
video service provider Ooyala from 23 percent to 98 percent, paying
$270 million on top of the $61 million it had previously invested
	Emdeon’s $200 million purchase of Change Healthcare Corporation,
provider of a consumer engagement platform

Technology & Communications was the highest value M&A segment
in 2014 with 212 transactions, of which 60 were worth $47.6 billion
in aggregate reported deal value. The most active subsegments were
Financial Technology with 35 deals, of which eight were worth
$2.1 billion in aggregate reported value, and Communications Software
with 33 transactions, of which 11 were worth $10.8 billion. Acquisitions
in the Technology & Communications segment during the second half
of the year included:
	Danaher’s $2.6 billion purchase of NetScout Systems, a provider
of network applications
	BGC Partners’ sale of its electronic trading system to The Nasdaq
OMX Group for $1.2 billion
	Kohlberg Kravis Roberts’ $1.1 billion acquisition of property
and casualty claims and collision repair software company
Mitchell International at a reported valuation of 12.1x EBITDA
Information & Business Services had 335 transactions, of which 85 were
reported at $23.2 billion in aggregate deal value. The IT Consulting/
Systems Integration subsegment accounted for 23 percent of aggregate
M&A deal volume in the segment, while Healthcare Consulting made up
16 percent of the segment’s reported value. Transactions during the second
half of the year included:
	Cognizant Technology Solutions’ $2.7 billion acquisition of healthcare
IT and service solutions provider TriZetto from Apax Partners at a
valuation of 3.0x revenue and 14.2 EBITDA
	The $540 million purchase of Relias Learning, a provider of
subscription training software for the healthcare sector, by Bertelsmann
from Vista Equity Partners
	Intercontinental Exchange’s $350 million purchase of SuperDerivatives,
a provider of risk management analytics
[continued on page 3]
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Investment Activity
Minority investments accounted for 54 percent of overall volume and
20 percent of reported deal value in 2014 with 1,601 investments, of
which 1,402 were reported for a total of $31.4 billion in value. Thirtyeight percent of investments was in the Marketing Technology segment.
Marketing Technology had 603 transactions, of which 554 were worth
$8.6 billion in aggregate reported value. Investment activity in the segment
was led by the Analytics & Targeting subsegment with 147 transactions,
of which 140 were reported at a total of $1.4 billion in value. Investments
in Marketing Technology during the second half of the year included:
	MasterCard’s $185 million investment in Mozido, a provider of realtime customer analytics
	Accel Partners’ $60 million investment in Hootsuite Media, a provider
of social media management solutions
	BlueRun Ventures and Formation 8’s $55 million co-led investment
in sales and marketing intelligence provider Radius
	The $50 million Sequoia Capital-led investment in Medallia, a provider
of customer experience tracking software

The Information & Business Services segment had a total of 181
investments in 2014, with 136 reported for an aggregate value of
$8.1 billion, resulting in volume and value being up 41 percent and
76 percent, respectively, versus the previous year. Investments in the
segment included:
	The $250 million raised by online survey platform SurveyMonkey at
a reported valuation of $2 billion from T. Rowe Price, Morgan Stanley,
and Baillie Gifford, with participation from Tiger Global Management,
ICONIQ Capital, Google Capital, and Social+Capital Partnership
	Insight Venture Partners’ $100 million round of funding in Mirantis,
which delivers software, services, training, and support for running
OpenStack
	Benefit and payroll management solutions provider Zenefits Insurance
Company’s $67 million round of funding from Andreessen Horowitz
[continued on page 4]

Investment volume and reported value in the Software segment in the year
were up 26 and 43 percent, respectively, from 2013 with 513 investments,
of which 445 were worth $8.3 billion in aggregated reported deal value.
Security Software and Healthcare Software were the most active subsegments
in 2014, accounting for 36 percent and 34 percent of activity and value in
the segment, respectively. Software investments during the second half of the
year included:
	The $170 million investment in application performance management
solutions provider AppDynamics from Battery Ventures
	The $150 million investment in mobile security solutions provider
Lookout led by T. Rowe Price
	The $106 million Kleiner Perkins Caufield & Byers-led investment
in big data platform provider DataStax
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Buyer & Investor Activity

4Q14 M&A and Investment Summary

Strategic buyers announced 1,248 deals during the year, of which 300
were reported at $99.2 billion in aggregate deal value. Software was the
most active segment among strategic buyers in 2014 with 407 transactions,
while Technology & Communications was the highest value segment with
$42.4 billion in 2014 aggregate reported value. Google and Yahoo were
the most active buyers with 16 and eight deals, respectively.

A total of 794 transactions were announced in 4Q14, of which 486
were worth $31.1 billion in aggregate reported deal value. The most
active segment was Marketing Technology with 248 deals, of which
157 were reported at $3 billion in aggregate deal value. Technology
& Communications was the highest value segment in 4Q14 with
160 deals, of which 108 were reported at $12.9 billion in aggregate
deal value. The largest transaction of the quarter was Thoma Bravo’s
$3.6 billion acquisition of application infrastructure solutions provider
Riverbed Technologies. The largest investment of 4Q14 was the
T. Rowe Price-led $250 million investment in online survey platform
SurveyMonkey.

Buyout firms completed 125 acquisitions in 2014, of which 35 were
worth $27.7 billion in aggregate reported deal value. A combined total
of 101 of those transactions were in the Software and Information
& Business Services segments, accounting for 81 percent of total
reported buyout volume and 69 percent of reported value. Private equity
transactions in the second half of the year included:
	Vista Equity Partners’ $4.3 billion privatization of TIBCO Software,
a specialist in infrastructure and business intelligence, at a valuation
of nearly 4.0x revenue
	Thoma Bravo’s $2.5 billion acquisition of Compuware, which provides
application management tools
	Onex Partners’ $1.3 billion purchase of York Risk Services Group,
a provider of risk management services
	Veritas Capital’s $310 million acquisition of security software solutions
provider BeyondTrust

Technology, Software, and Information & Business Services Industries

4Q14 M&A and Investment Activity
($ in Millions)

Venture and growth capital investors closed 1,601 transactions in
2014, of which 1,402 were reported at $31.3 billion in aggregate deal
value. New Enterprise Associates, Intel, Accel Partners, and Bessemer
Venture Partners were the most active investors, with 27, 24, 24, and 23
investments, respectively.

IPO Activity
There were 27 IPOs in the Technology, Software, and Information &
Business Services industries in 2014, seven of which were announced in
the second half of the year: HealthEquity, Mobileye, Cyber-Ark Software,
Civitas Solutions, Hortonworks, Upland Software, and OnDeck Capital.
Goodman Networks, Good Technology, and Sidoti filed to go public in
2014 but have yet to price.
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Marketing Technology
M&A and Investment Activity
A total of 447 deals (166 acquisitions and 281 investments) were completed in the Marketing Technology segment in 2H14, of which 286 had
a reported aggregate value of $6.7 billion. Activity was driven by the Analytics & Targeting subsegment, with 103 transactions of which 30 were
acquisitions, the most of any subsegment. Marketing Technology M&A in the second half of the year included:
	Yahoo’s purchase of mobile advertising analytics solutions provider Flurry for a reported $240 million
	The $233 million purchase of Location Labs, a mobile security platform, by AVG Technologies
	Emdeon’s $200 million purchase of consumer engagement and cost transparency solutions provider Change Healthcare
Analytics & Targeting was also the most invested subsegment during the second half of 2014, accounting for one-quarter of total investments in
the segment. Compared to the third quarter, investment value for the subsegment increased 75 percent in 4Q14, while activity was up 43 percent.
Marketing Technology investments in 2H14 included:
	Enterprise information management software developer Magnitude Software’s $100 million round of funding from Audax Group
	Andreessen Horowitz’s $65 million investment in mobile analytics platform Mixpanel at a reported valuation of $865 million
	The $50 million round of funding raised by mobile commerce-as-a-service provider Deem from Hony Capital

Most Active Marketing Technology Subsegments

Buyers
The most active strategic buyer in the segment during 2014 was Yahoo, which completed five acquisitions. Compared to 3Q14, venture and growth
capital investment activity in the fourth quarter was up 32 percent, while strategic buyer activity was up 13 percent.

Marketing Technology Transactions by Type of Buyer/Investor
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Technology & Communications
M&A and Investment Activity
Petsky Prunier tracked 286 Technology & Communications transactions in 2H14 (114 acquisitions and 172 investments), of which 178 were
reported for $25.4 billion. Financial Technology was the most active subsegment during 2H14, with 60 transactions announced, followed by the
Communications Software subsegment with 44. Transactions from the second half of the year included:
	The $240 million purchase of deployed wireless networks provider Lightbridge Communications by systems integrator and business consulting
firm Tech Mahindra
	New Call Telecom’s 70 percent purchase of Nimbuzz, a provider of messaging solutions, for $175 million
	Vonage’s $114 million purchase of Telesphere Communications, a provider of unified communications-as-a-service solutions
Fourth quarter investment activity in the Big Data Technology subsegment increased 88 percent from the third quarter, with 15 deals announced.
Transactions from the subsegment during the second half of the year included:
	The $106 million investment in enterprise applications platform DataStax from Kleiner Perkins Caufield & Byers
	Accel Partners’ $50 million investment in data storage and analytics platform provider DataGravity

Most Active Technology & Communications Subsegments

Buyers
Strategic buyers accounted for 38 percent of all transactions in the segment during 2H14, with 108 transactions, of which 26 were worth $17.4 billion
in aggregate reported value. Strategics generated 36 percent of the segment’s volume in the fourth quarter. Venture and growth capital investors had
172 transactions during the second half of the year, of which 149 were reported at $3.3 billion in aggregate investment value.

Technology & Communications Transactions by Type of Buyer/Investor
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Software
M&A and Investment Activity
A total of 492 transactions were recorded in the Software segment (223 acquisitions and 269 investments) during 2H14, 277 of which had
$28.2 billion in reported aggregate deal value. Compared to 3Q14, reported value in the fourth quarter decreased 74 percent, while volume fell
seven percent. Security, Healthcare, and ERP were the most active Software subsegments in 2H14 with 94, 72, and 59 transactions, respectively.
In addition to SAP’s $8.3 billion deal for Concur Technologies, M&A activity in the Software segment during the second half of the year included:
	Vista Equity Partners’ $4.3 billion acquisition of infrastructure and business intelligence solutions provider TIBCO Software
	The $400 million acquisition of bswift, a developer of healthcare benefits software, by Aetna
	BAE Systems’ acquisition of Silversky, a provider of security software and managed solutions, for $232 million
	BlackBaud’s $160 million acquisition of financial technology provider MicroEdge
	The $150 million purchase of imaging and data analysis provider Definiens by MedImmune, the research and development arm of AstraZeneca
The Financial Software segment was the highest value subsegment in 2H14, with 46 transactions, of which 25 were reported for $9.3 billion
in deal value. Software investments during the second half of the year included:
	Enterprise Collaboration platform Slack’s $105 million investment led by Google Ventures and Kleiner Perkins Caufield & Byers
	The $100 million round of funding raised by sales and tax compliance software developer Avalara from Warburg Pincus

Most Active Software Subsegments

Buyers
Strategic buyers accounted for 40 percent of all deals in the Software segment and 86 percent of reported value in 2H14, with 197 deals,
of which 44 were worth $15.4 billion in aggregate reported value. Private equity firms accounted for 26 acquisitions in 2H14, 10 of which
were in the fourth quarter.

Software Transactions by Type of Buyer/Investor
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Information & Business Services
M&A and Investment Activity
Activity in the Information & Business Services segment remained strong throughout the second half of 2014 with 279 transactions (178 acquisitions
and 101 investments), of which 127 were reported at $17.5 billion in aggregate value. IT Consulting/Systems Integration was the most active
subsegment in 2H14, accounting for 19 percent of activity in the segment with 53 transactions, 32 of which were acquisitions. There were 26
transactions in the Healthcare Information subsegment in 2H14, 13 of which were worth $575 million in aggregate deal value. Transactions in these
subsegments during the second half of the year included:
	Bertelsmann’s $540 million purchase of Relias Learning, a provider of subscription training software for the healthcare sector, from Vista Equity
Partners
	Alibaba’s 15 percent stake in Beijing Shiji Information Technology, a provider of technology solutions for the hospitality market, for $459 million
	Premier Healthcare Solutions’ purchase of real-time injury prevention solution developer TheraDoc for $117 million
The Market Research subsegment had 30 transactions in 2H14, of which 17 were worth $1.8 billion in aggregate deal value. In addition to the $200
million raised by SurveyMonkey in a round led by T. Rowe Price, Market Research activity in the second half of the year included:
	Solera Holdings’ $464 million acquisition of CAP Automotive, a data and information systems specialist for the automotive-related sectors
	Feedback management solution Qaultrics’ $150 million Series B round from Insight Venture Partners, Accel Partners, and Sequoia Capital
	MedAssets’ $142 million purchase of Sg2, which provides healthcare market analysis and forecasting services

Most Active Information & Business Services Subsegments

Buyers
Strategic buyers completed 52 percent of deals in the segment, while venture and growth capital investors accounted for 36 percent. There were 33
buyout deals, of which seven were worth $3.6 billion in aggregate reported value. Fourth quarter volume and value among strategics fell one percent
and rose 12 percent, respectively, from 3Q14.

Information & Business Services Transactions by Type of Buyer/Investor
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Selected Recent Transactions
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About Petsky Prunier LLC
Petsky Prunier is one of the leading investment banks in the technology, media, marketing, eCommerce, and healthcare industries.
Our firm’s mergers and acquisitions and private placements advisory services reflect a unique blend of product specialization and industry
expertise. Together with strategic consulting firm Winterberry Group, a Petsky Prunier company, our organization represents one of
the largest industry-specific advisors providing strategic and transactional services. In addition, we offer international reach through
our partnership with investment bank Altium (www.altiumcapital.com), which operates from eight offices across Europe. Securities
transactions are processed through Petsky Prunier Securities LLC, member of FINRA/SIPC.

Expertise. Commitment. Results.
New York
Palo Alto
Las Vegas
Chicago
Boston
Tampa
www.petskyprunier.com

Michael Petsky
Partner
212.842.6001
mpetsky@petskyprunier.com

John Prunier
Partner
212.842.6021
jprunier@petskyprunier.com

Sanjay Chadda
Partner & Managing Director
212.842.6022
schadda@petskyprunier.com

Norm Colbert
Partner & Managing Director
702.990.3280
ncolbert@petskyprunier.com

Christopher French
Managing Director
212.842.6033
cfrench@petskyprunier.com

Matthew Kratter
Managing Director
212.842.6024
mkratter@petskyprunier.com

Amy LaBan, CFA
Managing Director
212.842.7126
alaban@petskyprunier.com

Jed Laird
Managing Director
212.842.7120
jlaird@petskyprunier.com

Seth Rosenfield
Managing Director
212.842.6018
srosenfield@petskyprunier.com

John Sternfield
Managing Director
650.320.1650
jsternfield@petskyprunier.com

Scott Wiggins
Managing Director
212.842.6028
swiggins@petskyprunier.com

Colleen Filipo
Director
212.842.6027
cfilipo@petskyprunier.com

Dylan Kearns
Director
212.842.6025
dkearns@petskyprunier.com

Securities offered through Petsky Prunier Securities, LLC, member FINRA/SIPC
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